
CHAPTER IX 

Sahajiya Vaishnava 
The Vaishnava Sahajiya cult have a large body of followers in the period of our 

study.(1J "The Vaishnava Sahaiiya movement of Bengal marks the evaluation of the Bud
dhist Sahajiya cult in a different channel as strongly influenced by the love religion of 
Bengal Vaishnavism."(2 l A considerable vernacular literature grew up in Bengal which gives 
sufficient light on the Vaishnava Sahajiya cult.(3l The origin of this cult is differently traced. 
Some trace it to Virabhadra, Nityananda and finally to Chaitanya, while others trace it 
back to Krishnadas Kaviraja, the Vindavana Goavamins and Nityananda.(4J The followers 

of this sect accepted the ideal of prakritibhajan and the Godhood of Chaitanya. "Spritual 

participation in the love dalliance of Radha and Krishna as a female companion of Rdha 
witnessing the sport divine was the essence of this form of mystic culture".(sJ Reference 

to this form of worship may be found from the conversation of Ray Ramananda and 

Chaitanya as recorded in Chaitanyacharitamrita.(6l Nityananda also records that Narottama 

was initiated to this particular cult by Sri Jiva. (7 l 

"In its finalised form, the Sahajiya cult was in many ways different from the simpler 

ideal of prakritibhajan, which became merely a submerged element in a complex pattern. 

Men and Women were there conceived as temporal manifestations of Krishna and Radha, 

the eternal male and the female, the perennial enjoyer and the enjoyed. 'Sahaja' was the 

emotion of the purest love flowing between Radha and Krishna, or 'Rasa' and 'Rati' as the 

Vaishnava authors often call them.(8l Again, "for the realisation of this SaJ1~iQ. nature. 
therefore, a particular pair of man and woman should first of all realise their true self as 

~ and 8iill or Krishna and Radha, - and it is only when such a realisation is perfect 
that they become entitled to realise the sahaja through their intense mutual love".(9l This 

attribution of divinity to man i.e. the principle of aropa and mystic sexo-yogic culture in 

company of a woman other than one's wife i.e. parakiya, inspired by the emotion of love 

without lust beame the characteristic features of the later Sahajiya cult. It is to be noted 

in this connection that "as the psychological sadhana of love of the Vaishnava Sahajiya 

gradually evolved from the psychological Yogic Sadhana of the Tantrics and the Buddhist 

Sahajiyas, the culture of love of the Vaishnava Sahajiya was always based on the psycho 

psychological Yogic Sadhana. It is for this reason that in Sahajiya texts and songs we 

find hints on the Yogic Sadhana associated with the culture of love. This ideal love of the 
Vaishnava Sahajiya can be realized only in a perfectly purified body and mind whence all 
the principles of defilement are absolutely eradicated. This state has been said to be state 
of Visuddha-Sattya ... This state of Visuddha-Sattva is a transcendental state where there 
is neither the natural nor the super natural, .... and pure love is possible only in such a 
state". (10

' 
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Besides the predominance of the Vaishnava Sahajiya cult, many other sects such as 
Aul, Saul, Sai, Darbes, Neda etc. associated with the Sahajiya came into being in the me
diaeval period. certain other sects. such as Kartabhaja, Spashtadayak, Sakhibhavak. 
Kisori Bhajan, Ramaballbhi, Gagammohini, Gauda badi, Sahevdhani, Pagalnetai, Gobari, 
etc. are also included in the Sahajiya sect by many. There are differences among these 
sub-sects in their religious views, social practices and methods of worship, but they all 
agree in the acceptance of the theory of the pre-eminenece of the Guru (Gurunad). free 
mixing of the sex, and the dignity of extra-marital love. The unrestrained freedom of 
women attracts many women to their festivals. The Sahajiyas have their centres in 
Ghosepara, Ramkeli, Nadia, Santipur, Khardha and in many places in Birbhum, Bankura 
and Midnapore district. Whatever religious books they have are in manuscripts and their 
language is obscure, symbolic and not easy to understand. Some of these manuscripts 
which belong to the first part of the 18th century are written in easy Bengali. In all these 
books, the theory of the superiority of extra marital love is sought to be supported not 
only by the Tantra : Scriptures but also by the Atharva Samhita, the Qbb.andogya 
Upanishad and the Kathavatter of the Buddhists".(11 ) 

Among the sub-sects associated with the Sahaiia cult, the Bauls(12
) became very 

prominent as known from the discovery of a large number of Baul songs which have 
been collected and published by different persons and institutions. (13) The Bauls belonged 
to the people of the lower order of both the Muslim and Hindu communities of Bengal and 
they were composed mainly of medicants and partly of householders. The Sauls belonging 
to the Hindu community were generally the followers of Vaishnavism and these belonging 
to the Muslim community were the followers of Sufism in general. However, the Sauls 
belonging to both the communities emphasised on the mystic conception of divine love. 
After a careful study of the Sauls and Baul songs Dr. U.N. Bhattacharya concludes that 
the distinctive feature of the religion of the Bauls is characterised by the doctrines and 
practices of a doctrine of a secret cult based on the principle of sexo-yogic relation. 114 ) 

This observation is supported by DL S.B. Dasgupta who throws much light on the Bauls 
of Bengal.( 15l 

The origin of this cult may be traced back to the 16th century as evident from the 
reference to the word 'baul' in our vernacular literature of this period. (16) Tradition also sup
ports it and points to Naida as the place of its origin. (17) However, it is very difficult to as
certain the period when this sect first came into existence but the followers of the sect 
became very numerous in Bengal during the 18th and 19th centuries. (1s) 

From our field investigation it is evident that there are may Sahajiya Vaishnavas in the 
district of Midnapore, our field of study. Some are householders, some mendicants or 
ashramities. They mainly subsist on cultivation. Sometimes they go out for begging. Some 
take vegetarian foods, while others are non-vegetarian. Some ashrams have fixed 
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costumes. There is some sort of gentleness (serenity) in their talks and dealings. They all 
are initiated into Krishnamantra. Some adhere strictly to Sadhan-Bhajan and norms of reli
gion. They worship the Radha-Krishna idols in their houses. But in ashrams, they have fe
male associates in performing religious rites. Some Sahajiya Vaishnavas have more than 
one female companion or Sadhan-Sangini. These women sweep and clean ashrams and 
temples, pluck flowers, collect worshipping materials and wear tilaks. They nssist the 
male devotees in Sadhan-bhajan, serve them and sometimes share their beds. Hence the 
question is how far they keep up purity of "love without lust". 

It is also known from the field survey that these Sadhan-Sanginies generally belong to 
the lower strata of the society or are poor young widows or excommunicated from the so
ciety for some crimes or immoral acts. Some have been forced to adopt such an impure 
and unwilling life. In case of householder Sahajiya Vaishnavas, their female associates are 
the married wives. But it is also possible that some of householder Sahajiya Vaishnavas 
have extramarital female companions (Parakiyas). However, the Sahajiya Vaishnavas give 
up their former names after initiationa and take up new names in their new lives. 

The origin of the Sahajiya Vaishnavas in this district is not definitely known. It appears 
from field investigation that they have been living in this district for four or five genera
tions. Their ashrams or akshras (place of Worship or assembly) have been noticed at 
Debra, Dantan, Oaspur, Chandrakona, Tamluk, Contai, Moyna, etc. of this district. Many 
leaders or Gurus have innumerable male and female disciples belonging to every stratum 
of the society. They respond favourably to the call of the Gurus and try to satisfy them in 
every way. Some disciples have contributed land and generous help for carrying on the 
ashram activities and festivals. The number of disciples of Kalachand Oas of Village 
Jotghanesyam of P.S. Oaspur exceeds one lakh(19l Abani Roy, a householder Sahajiya 
Vaishnava of village kunwopur of P.S. Chandrakona has the equal number of disciples. 
Now we are citing the brief accounts of two Sahajiya Vaishnava centres of this district as 
specimens. 

Santimoy Adharashram 
In our accounts of sahajiya Vaishnavas in Midnapore the name of Adharchand 

Gosvamin who set up Santimoy Adharashram at Chancharberia of P.S. Chandrakona in 
B.S. 1335 with the help of his disciples deserves mention. It acquired renown as the 
shrine of Sahajiya bauls. Having been pleased with the activities of Adharchand 
Gosvamin, the local Haldar family donated him some landed property. It is learnt that the 
Ashram owned twenty beghas of land before. Now some land has been vestod and the 
ashram possesses the remaining land. The said Gosvamin made thousand of disciples. At 
present seven persons in all, mostly belonging to lower caste, reside here. Two are male 
and rest female. According to the custom of Sahajiya Vaishnava the sadhan bhajan (wor
ship and meditation) has been done in accompaniment of female companions. Now Sri 
Bhajahari Gosvamin is the chief of this Ashram. The male and female members of the 
Ashram maintain themselves by cultivation and begging. They are initiated to Gopal man
tra. In the morning they clean the graves of the previous ~ and offer there parched 
rice, betel, tobacco etc. as the part of their worship. Various festivals centring Radha 
Krishna are observed here. The greatest festival is the Annakut utsav which is held with 
namasankirtan and Mahotsav. 

The Ashramites are non-vegetarians. They wear white simple cotton dress and the 
deads are buried. There are some graves of the mahantas in the Ashram. 

19. Information has been collected from the present Mahanta Ajit Karan. 
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Some Vaishnava scriptures (books), edited by Adharchand Gosvamin have been pub
lished from this Ashram. These are ..... 

1. Sri Sri Krishnanam 0 Lila Rahasya written by Srimat Abalananda Swami. 

2. Sri Sri Chaitanya Rahasya by Adharchand Gosvamin. 

3. Vrantimukti Rahasya ed. by Adharchand Gosvamin in B.S. 1356 (2nd edition). 

4. Sri Sri Basarasa Tattva Rahasya ed. by Adharchand Gosvamin. 

5. Gurubani ed. by Adharchand Gosvamin. 

6. Chaitanya Tattva or Chityadarpan (a book of devotional songs) ed. by Adharchand 
Gosvamin. 

7. Dharma Tattya 0 Vigyan Rahasya. ed. by Adharchand. 

From this brief discussion it is evident that Adharchand Gosvamin was really a saint 
with some religious powers. Under him the Ashram had great influence over the locality 
and the books published from this Ashram speak volume of the cultural progress. 

At present the moral degradation in religious practices, in the way of life has been ex
erting just adverse influence in the locality. This is the reason why the local people do not 
show their previous enthusiasm in religious festival and function of the Ashram. 

Sri Surendranath Gosvamin. a Mahanta of this Ashram set up a new Ashram at 
Kumarganj near Chandrakona town. The present Mahanta of this Ashram is Vrindavana 
Das, a young saint. The Ashram has also some landed property. Here is also the system 
of female companion in the code of meditation and worship. 

Radha-Krishna Sevashram 

There is an Ashram of the Saul community at Dakshin Barhat under P.S. Panskura. 
Established about 250 year ago, it was named Radha-Krishna Sevashram. Here are the 
brass idols of Radha nd Krishna and adjacent to the Ashram there are the graves of 
some devotees. The inscriptions of the graves prove its antiquity. The founder Vinod 
Behari Das Babaji was a devout householder. He left a great many disciples and a few 
sons and daughters. At present his heir Govinda Dasbabaji is the chief of this Ashram. 
He has also children. His profession is cultivation and singing Saul Songs. He visits 
many places on invitations to sing Saul Songs. The Ashram still possesses four bigha of 
landed property. 

Every morning and evening the idols are· offered breakfast. All major Vaishnava festi
vals are observed here and the biggest festival is held on the occasion of Radhastami. 
On this occasion many prominent Sauls includig the radio artists assemble here on invita
tion and entertain thousands of disciples and villagers with Saul Songs. The function con
tinues till night. At the end about two thousand devotees are entertained with hotchpotch. 

Here is also a legend that once the rain set in as the devotees sat down to dine. But 
the ascetic Vinod Behari Dasbabaji circled the rows and shouted the name of Hari, It is a 
surprise that though it rained outside, not a drop fell among the rows. 

There is still some faith of the locality in the Ashram. It can be easily understood by 
their generous contribution of goods and money for the function. Moreover, the disciples 
also help much. Besides this, the villagers offer ~ to the temple on Pous Sankranty 
day. 
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Here is a list of Sahajiya Vaishnavas of this district.<20
> 

Sl. No. Name Village P.S. Residence Food 

1. Syam Das Raghunathbari Panskura Grihi Non-Vegetarian 

2. Krishnapada Dey -do- -do- -do- -do-

3. Lalu Adhikari Purba ltara -do- -do- -do-

4. Panchanan Das Kadalia -do- -do- -do-

5. Gourhari Das Bhogpur -do- -do- -do-

6. Sachinanda Jan a Bangalpur -do- -do- -do-
----

7. Sachinandandas 

Adhikary Fakirganj -do- -do- -do-

8. Prahaladdas 

Adhikary Rajnagar -do- -do- Vegetarian 

9. Gostha Das Dharmapur -do- -do Non-Vegetarian 
r----

10. Piyari Babaji Balidanri -do- -do- Vegetarian 

11. Mohandas Babaji Vrindabanchak Moyna -do- -do-
-·--~~ --- ---

12. Gour Mohan Das Tilkhonja -do- -do- Non-Vegetarian J ---· 

13. Ghanasyam Das Saraswatya -do- -do- Vegetarian. 

14. Ram Das Kalagechia -do- -do- Non-Vegetarian 

r ~------------

15. Jaydev Das Adhikari Uttampur -do- -do- -do-
--"~------ ----- -- --f--~---------~--- - -- --------

16. MahadevDas 

Adhikari -do- -do- -do- -do-
---·"" ______ 

17. Gurupada Das 

Adhikari -do- -do- -do- -do-

18. Manmatha Das 

Adhikari -do- -do- -do- -do-

19. Lakshmirani Dasi -do- -do- -do- -do-

(Maity) 

20. Kartick Das Adhikari -do- -do- -do- -do-

21. Ananta Das Chandipur Naraghat -do- -do-

22. Raghunath Das Dayalchak -do- -do- -do-

23. Banamali Das -do- -do- -do- -do-

24. Harekrishna Das Dayalchak Naraghat Grihi Vegetarian 

25. Subal Ch. Das Salkiya Tamluk -do- -do-

20. Data are collected from Dr. Sudarsan Roy, Writer of many works, Editor of "SRIMOHINI PATRIKA", an Annual 
Journal. 

pT. 0. 
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Here is a list of Sahajiva Vaishnavas of this district. Contd .... 

Sl. No. Name Village P.S. Residence Food 

26. Maheswardas Babaji Damodarpur Dantan Ashram -do-

Thakurbari 

27. Vrindavana Das -do- -do- -do- -do-
--

28. Manahardas Babaji -do- -do- -do- -do-
··-

29. KamalaDasi -do- -do- -do- -do-
··---

30. Yasoda Dasi -do- -do- -do- -do-
--

31. Tulsi Dasi -do- -do- -do- -do-
···-

32. Gouridasi -do- -do- -do- -do-
·----

33. Kadam Dasi -do- -do- -do- -do-

34. Gourkrishna Das Beraberia Chandrakona -do- -do-

Ashram 
-·· ···-·····--- -- -----

35. Maheswar Das Beraberia -do- Temple -do-

Jagannath 

1- +~pie ··--·- -··-----·-· ---·----- ----- --·· ----------

36. Purna Ch. Das ahatpur -do- Ashram -do-

L Babaji t;~ ---, -- -··-···-- ----
i 

~- 37. Govindadas Babaji -do- -do- -do- -do-
··--~- -. ---- -···-·-·· ·- .... ----·------·--·-- .. 

I 38. Madhabi Dasi -do- -do- -do- -do-

t~ 
·------ -----~ -·----·----·-- ---·-- -- --------·····-······-· 

39. Sita Dasi Ramchandrapur Moyna Grihi -do-
--··------ --------f---· -······-----·-··-···· ··-

40. Sabita Das Kirtania -do- -do- -do- -do-

41. Govindadas Babaji -do- -do- -do- -do-

42. Narayan Ch. Mishra Debra Debra -do- -do-

43. DamodarDas -do- -do- -do- -do-

44. Madhabdas Babaji Tikarpara -do- -do- -do-
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As corruption has crept in all religious practices of the world, the way of the worship 
of Sahajiya Vaishnavas has also been polluted to some extent in course of time. The 
Sahajia ideal is 'love without lust' as Chandidas said. "rajakini prem, nikasita hem. 
kamagandha nahi taya" (The love of Rajakini, as if, unalloyed gold, is completely shorn of 
lust i.e. sexual hunger). The Sahajiya ideal enunciates that this human body is the holy 
abode of God and Pakriti Bhajan or the Parakiya love can be realised in a purified body 
and mind when there is never the least craving for carnal desire. 

But in the cases of some Sahajiya Vaishnava this ideal was largely misunderstood or 
intentionally defiled. The women were collected and abused. In many cases, the same 

woman had to give company to more than one person. 

This is the perversion of the holy religious principles and practices. Naturally true 
vaishnavas and good minded public vehemently expressed their disapproval of this cor
ruption and some assemblies and meetings were organised to decry and eradicate this 
unholy practice. 

Late Kalachand Pore of village Jyotghanasyam in P.S. Daspur preached pure 
Vaishnavism and formed community of followers of his own. After his death some of his 
followers became diverted and took to adultery (unlawful sexual intercourse) as a means 

of their religions practice. A congreagation of Vaishnava was organised at Jyotghanasyam 
on 20 Pous, B.S. 1336 and Dinabandhu Das Sarkar could not establish his point and he 
was ordered to give up this nasty and immoral path with the threat of excommunication, 
in case of his failure to mend his ways.(21 l 

Dr. Sudarsan Roy of Sri Gouranga Research Centre of Chandrakona, Midnapore, has 
written a very valuable book on the corruption of Sahajiya Vaishnavas and the book en
titled Vaishnava Dharmer Kalankita Adhyay was published on 1st Chaitra in B.S. 1401. In 
this book the author has cited the absurd argument of the Sahajiya in justification of their 
way of sexual enjoyments as a means of their spiritual realisation. He has also quoted 
great Vaishnavas and great writers who have strongly condemened such evil practices. 
Going into no further details, we may sum up that some Sahajiya Vaishnavas indulge in 
free Sexrelations, but our culture never permits it. 

*** 

21 . A booklet entitled Yaishnava-dharma. Siddhanta Prachar Pub. by Sri Gosaidas Karan, on 20 Pous, 1336 B.S. 
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